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My agenda for today

1. Provide a summary of the eleven (11) energy storage benefit-cost analyses 
(ES-BCAs) that Sandia analyzed.

2. What were the key findings of the 11 BCAs?

3. What the key lessons learned drawn from the Wisconsin PSC?

4. Q&A session
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In January 2021, Sandia analyzed 11 BCAs available in the 
public domain. 
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CA, 2013
TX, 2014
MA, 2016
NV, 2018
NY, 2018
CO, 2019

VA, 2019
NC, 2019
MN, 2019
NJ, 2019
ME, 2019

In house

In house

In house

In house

While they may all be different, 

the following statement can be applied 

to all of them:
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“If energy storage is not cost effective, it is partly because 
the regulatory environment does not allow it to be.”

Dr. Imre Gyuk, DOE OE Energy Storage Program Director



• Used the EPRI ES Valuation Tool over 
~30 use cases for
• Bulk storage (peaker

substitution)
• Ancillary services
• Distributed storage sited at 

utility substations
• Input data

• Grid service technical 
requirements

• Financial assumptions for 
storage owner (discount rate, 
tax assumptions

• Cost, performance, size, and 
configuration of ES system
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2014

Benefits include:
• Avoided distribution outages
• Deferred T&D investments
• Production cost savings
• Avoided generation or 

demand-side capacity 
investments



2016

• Modeling results show that up to 1766 MW of 

new ES would result in $2.3B in benefits by:

• Reducing the price paid for electricity

• Lowering peak demand by nearly 10%

• Deferring transmission and distribution 

investments

• Reducing GHG emissions (and reducing the 

effective cost of compliance)

• Reducing the cost to integrate renewable energy generation

• Deferring capital investment in new capacity

• Increasing the grid’s overall flexibility, reliability, and resiliency



BICOS –
Breakeven 
Installed Cost 
of System

2018

• Breakeven Capital 
Cost – the estimated 
up front capital cost 
of a storage system 
with certain defined 
performance 
characteristics which 
would result in a B/C 
ratio of 1.
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Highlights
• By 2020 175 MW of FTM ES (4-

hour) could be cost effective.
• By 2030 700-1000 MW could be 

cost effective
• By 2030 BTM ES could add 30 -- 40 

MW with proper incentives



2-hr, BTM pilot, single or 
double 5 kW systems 
modeled over 10 years and 
including avoided energy, 
capacity, T&D costs over 
four scenarios



This study also includes 
jobs and end-of-life and 
environmental 
considerations.

Brattle results
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2019
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New Jersey Energy Storage 

Analysis Final Report, 2019



Overall conclusions 

➢In a BCA, all model parameters are important – size, power, energy, 
round trip efficiency, costs, prices, rates, projected decreasing costs, 
duration, policies . . . But all are not always included. Standardization 
would help. 

➢Value stacking and dual market participation (wholesale & distribution) 
are usually crucial to reach a strong Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR).

➢Frequency regulation and ancillary benefits consistently yield BCR >1, 
but so do many other combinations of stacked values.

➢How to improve Benefit Cost Ratios? Streamline, standardize, and/or 
advance valuation, rate reform, interconnection, codes and standards, 
commissioning, risk & finance, marketing, and education.



How to measure benefits
➢Merchant Value – Profits that a private investor could capture in wholesale power 

markets
• Frequency regulation

• Arbitrage

• Other ancillary services

➢Societal or System-Wide Benefits 
• Reduced GHGs and other pollutants

• Reduced peak demand

• Improved resilience/reliability

➢Customer benefits
• Production cost savings and reduced wholesale prices

• Deferred generation and/or T&D

• Reduced outages (value of lost load, VOLL; value of avoided outage)

• Demand or TOU charges



Suggested BCA modeling assumptions.

➢BCAs model multiple use cases with multiple 
variations (scenarios) with . . .
• Battery chemistry, size, duration, efficiency, lifetime

• Current and decreasing battery, power electronics, balance of plant, 
permitting and interconnection, safety, and other soft costs

• New regulatory frameworks (incentives, ratemaking, wholesale rules)

• Changing demand (population, demographics, electrification . . .)

• Better monetization with evolving regulatory framework (resilience, carbon 
reduction . . .)

• Uncertainty in energy and ancillary service market prices

• Different objectives from state to state . . . 



How are BCAs being used in regulatory proceedings?
.

1. BCAs are relevant to both wholesale and retail markets.

2. ES BCAs reflects a broad topic. There are many forms of ES and many different use 

cases, configurations, and site specifications.

3. While RTOs increasingly can accommodate ES, RTO markets generally do not fully 

value all ESS capabilities at this time.

4. Further, RTO planning and modeling may not accommodate all market functions, 

particularly those functions that provide value at the distribution level. 

5. Thus, preparation of BCAs at the state level and for application to the 

retail/distribution market are particularly important and the onus is on state 

regulators to utilize BCAs for their own unique regulatory purposes. 



How are BCAs being used in regulatory proceedings?
.

6. A market for ES at the state level is unlikely to develop if the regulatory structure is 

undefined. For instance, solar developers are struggling to find how to make money 

in Texas based on the wholesale market alone….and yet the retail market rules are 

also restrictive…so solar developers will likely search for other markets than Texas.

7. The challenge specifically for state regulators. is to ascertain the relevance of any 

BCA to that individual state’s objectives.
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The energy storage policy landscape 

continues to evolve.

Sandia National Labs monitors and analyzes 

activity at the federal and state levels and 

publishes information in the Global Energy 

Storage Database, available at this link:

https://www.sandia.gov/ess-ssl/global-energy-

storage-database/

https://www.sandia.gov/ess-ssl/global-energy-storage-database/
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